Abstract—the goal of ubiquitous computing is to make information access available anytime, anywhere using any device. However, this comes at the expense of hard work from developers, producing multiple variants of the same information to cater for different user contexts. Different transcoding techniques based on annotating HyperText Markup Language (HTML) have been proposed. This paper proposes transcoding the Extensible Style Sheet Language (XSLT) which transforms back-end Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents into HTML or XHTML for presentation on the Web, to produce the XSLT which transforms the same XML documents to VoiceXML for presentation to telephone users.

Index Terms— User Interfaces, Internet, Communication channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Web is arguably the most efficient medium where those with access to computers and the Internet can access information any time. However statistics which were published in September 2006 by [1] estimated that 10.3% of the population of South Africa had access to the Internet. This indicates that most people in South Africa still do not have access to the Internet.

The emergence of devices like Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), cellular phones and telephones which can access the Internet content promises to make information accessible to anyone, anywhere, anytime, using a device of choice.

However content requires to be written in mark languages suitable for all these devices. XHTML [2] makes content accessible to bigger devices like desktop computers. The lighter version of XHTML called XHTML Mobile makes content accessible to small devices like cell phones and PDAs.

VoiceXML [3] is a markup language used to make speech interfaces accessible to telephone users. While websites are accessed by keying in a Universal Resource Locator (URL), VoiceXML applications are accessed by dialing a telephone number [4], as if you were making a normal telephone call. Text-to-speech (TTS) tools, a VoiceXML Interpreter and a Telephony Server are needed to host VoiceXML applications. Human recorded audio version of text is better accessed by users compared to synthesized speech because of limitations in the current technology. This makes it more difficult to make content accessible to telephone users.

If the same information written in eleven South African languages is made accessible from three categories of devices, then it should be duplicated eleven times for each device, leading to at least 11x3=33 duplicates of the same information. This makes it expensive for the government and companies to make information accessible via the Internet and telephones.

The aim of this research is to make it possible for telephone users to access already existing Web content. This paper discusses technical details of producing a VoiceXML based Interactive Voice Response application by transcoding XSLT which transforms back-end XML documents for presentation in the Web.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been work in creating resources which adapt to different devices. The InfoPyramid [5] framework proposed creating resources of different modalities (e.g. having audio alternative of text) and with different quality to cater for small devices. The XML based framework which defines the adaptability of resources was proposed by [6]. The problem has been to create interfaces which make this information accessible.

Model-based [7] design is a way of designing interfaces for multiple platforms, beginning by planning an interface for each platform. The model for each platform includes information about content to be accessed and about interaction between the user and the system. The problem with this approach is that it requires more work. The alternative to this approach is to design one interface and use transcoding tools to adapt it for other platforms.

“Transcoding is a method for translating one type of code (e.g. HTML) into a different type (e.g. VoiceXML)” [8]. Transcoding has been used to make Web content accessible to mobile devices[9], to blind users [10, 11] and to old people [12].
Annotations [11] are machine understandable descriptions of Web content. They can be embedded within Web content (HTML) or written in a separate file i.e., external annotations. In the context of Semantic Web and transcoding, annotations give hints on how to adapt Web content for alternative access. A more in depth discussion on annotation based transcoding can be found in [13].

There has been work in making the job of creating annotations easier. Kouroupetroglou, et. al. [11] proposed a framework for content engineering where there are people who write annotations, using terms defined in an ontology by other people. Transcoders take both annotations which give hints on how to adapt content and use the vocabulary from ontology to understand these hints (annotations). This creates a community of people working on making the Web accessible to many people, including the blind.

Research has come up with annotation based transcoding of HTML to VoiceXML. Matching of VoiceXML to HTML elements is discussed by [14]. Web Transcoding Publisher (WTP) [15] is a proprietary tool from IBM which converts HTML to VoiceXML. WTP gets hints on how to transcode from instructions defined in the Annotation Language in [16].

However transcoding Web content for voice access is not only the matter of matching HTML to VoiceXML [8]. This is because the Web is designed to be accessed visually, while telephone users (TU) access it non-Visually. Web content can be optimized for presentation in the Web by using different colors, formatting e.g., making it bold or using pictures. This optimization can make content into groups e.g., navigation menu in the top, advertisements in the left and right, and main content in the middle [8]. These groups of information can be easily identified by Web Users. However, these groups of information cannot be easily conveyed to users who use alternative access [12].

Telephone users rely on what the system reads to them, they cannot go straight to access the information they want as if were surfing the Web. Different navigation techniques which divide the Web page into small segments of information so that it can be better presented to the user have been proposed [8]. Other challenges involve rendering complex HTML tables and forms in a non-visual manner [17] and difficulties in inputting and outputting speech [18].

Takagi et.al. [19] worked on improving voice browsing by making users access important information first and by inserting text which helps the user to “see” different sections of the Web page and different pages of the website. Shao et. al. [8, 20] improved usability of transcoded VoiceXML interfaces by relating Telephone Browsing to Web Browsing, where users are able to use forward and back buttons to move back and forth. Similar work by [11] gives users a choice to browse the non-visual Web, paragraph by paragraph and even line by line. There is also work in ontology based transcoding of Web content for voice access (see [10, 21]).

We identified the following problems with transcoding HTML to VoiceXML:

1. Annotation authors should have knowledge about HTML of the website being transcoded. The problem is that websites often have complex HTML mixed with Java Script and the Cascading style sheet. This makes it difficult for annotation authors who are not the authors of the website.

2. Converting HTML to VoiceXML is repeated even when HTML documents with the same node tree are transcoded. This step is repeated more often if we transcode the same content written in different languages.

This paper discusses the XSLT based transcoding system which distributes the work of creating annotations to the XSLT authors and the content authors.

III. TRANSCODING XSLT

This section discusses the architecture of the transcoding system which produces VoiceXML from an existing XSLT document which transforms documents to HTML (XSLT of HTML). The transcoding process is divided into two independent steps: Step 1 and Step 2.

Step 1 uses annotations about XSLT of HTML to convert HTML elements to VoiceXML. Its results are the XSLT document with VoiceXML elements instead of HTML (called XSLT of VoiceXML). Step 2 uses the stored XSLT of VoiceXML to transform any given source XML document to VoiceXML. Step 2 is guided by annotations of the given XML document. This transcoding process is depicted in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The architecture of a XSLT based transcoding process is divided into two independent steps: Step 1 and Step 2. Step 1 uses annotations to convert XSLT of HTML to XSLT of VoiceXML. Step 2 uses annotations to transform XML documents to VoiceXML.](image-url)

A. Producing XSLT of VoiceXML

1) Annotations
The input to Step 1 of the transcoding process is XSLT which transforms a given XML document to HTML. This XSLT is written in the context of a user who will browse the website using a visual Web browser like Internet Explorer.

This Step uses annotations which are written by the author of XSLT to change the context to a person who browses the same information using a telephone. These annotations serve the same purpose as in [15, 20] but are written in the context of the XSLT style sheet, not HTML. The differences are discussed in section IV. The results are XSLT which is stored and used to transform any compatible XML documents to VoiceXML. The annotations are used for three main purposes as discussed next.

First, annotations identify sections of the website that are not suitable for voice access; for example pictures or less important content like advertisements. These sections are excluded in the resulting interface. Second, annotations identify alternative resources to be rendered in the results e.g. providing text which can be rendered instead of an image.

Third, voice browsing of the web is done linearly i.e. the website is read from top to bottom and left to right. For better voice browsing experience, the website is divided into fragments that can be accessed individually from the menu. This is discussed in the next section.

2) The Transcoding Process

Dividing the website into fragments is more difficult in XSLT. Because it is not easy to see how templates call each other. For example [15] uses a policy that HTML heading tags (e.g. h1, h2) indicate the end of the current fragment and the beginning of a new fragment.

This can not be easily achieved because it requires creating and closing VoiceXML forms which are linked to the VoiceXML menu. The first problem is that we need to create form names and link these forms to a Choice element in the menu. This cannot be easily achieved using XSLT as a programming language. The second problem is that output of the XSLT style sheet does not depend on the linear sequence of templates. It depends on how templates call each other. This makes it possible to have fragments which start in one template and end in the other.

The solution is to call the Transcoder as an external application in the resulting XSLT. This application is called in Step 2 and has two main responsibilities. First, it manages the creation of fragments. Second, it makes it possible for the author of the source XML document to contribute with annotations which can change the resulting VoiceXML.

B. Producing VoiceXML

Step 2 of the transcoding process uses XSLT from Step 1 to transform a given XML document to VoiceXML.

1) Annotations

XSLT can be created from knowing the schema of XML documents it transforms. This makes it possible for the author of XSLT to work independent of the author of XML documents. The results of this are that people with different expertise and knowledge can collaborate to make information systems.

The second transcoding process is guided by annotations written by the author of the XML document to be transformed to VoiceXML. These annotations give two different kind of information. The first one is meta-information about information in the nodes of the XML document. This information is about the language (e.g. English or Zulu) in which this content is written. They also provide information about already existing audio alternatives of the XML nodes. For example there can be an audio version (registration_procedure.wav) of text in a node called minor/registration_procedure. This audio version may be of higher quality than the one which would be synthesized by a Text-to-speech tool. The Transcoder renders the audio version and ignore the text version. More information about creating information written in different languages and formats is discussed by Smith [5] and by Nivele [6].

The second information given by the annotations identify nodes in the XML document that are not suitable to be accessed by a telephone user. These nodes are excluded in the resulting VoiceXML application.

The next section describes how these annotations are related to the templates in the XSLT style sheet.

2) The Transcoding Process

This transcoding process uses the XSLT Processor and the Transcoder to produce VoiceXML from XSLT from Step 1.

XSLT transforms each node in the source XML tree by applying transformation rules defined in the xsl:template whose match attribute corresponds to the path of the node. These rules were initially created with the help of annotations from the author of XSLT in Step 1. Step 1 made it possible to modify these rules by calling the Transcoder in the beginning of each template. The Transcoder was given the list of ancestor nodes of the current node (ancestor-or-self) and the position of the current node. It uses this information to construct the XPath expression of the node in the XML document being processed by the XSLT Processor.

The aim of Step 2 is to make it possible to use annotations from the author of the source XML document to modify template rules. The annotations are given to the Transcoder as an external document. The annotations use XPath expressions to point to specific nodes in the XML document they give information about.

The Transcoder is able to relate annotations to templates since it is called in each template and it knows the XPath expression of the node transformed by the template it is in
and annotations identify the nodes they have information about using XPath expressions.

IV. Evaluation

The advantage of transcoding HTML is that transcoding can take place anywhere; independent of the existence of the XSLT which produced HTML. XSLT may not be in the client side. This makes the discussed technique to be more suitable for transcoding in the server side where we still have access to XSLT and have information about existing resources in the server.

The advantage of transcoding XSLT is that results from the first transcoding process are the XSLT of VoiceXML which can be stored and maintained separately. This XSLT can be used to transcode the same content written in different languages.

We converted two already existing Web pages of the South African government website. We found it easier to deal with repeated sections in the Website if we annotate XSLT.

Web pages of the same website are usually similar, with certain parts appearing to all pages, e.g. the same menu bar on top and advertisements in the left. Some parts can appear more than once in a page e.g. a navigation menu in the top and in the bottom of the page. Developers can write the repeated section of code once in a separate file and use a scripting language like php to include that section where it is needed.

It may not be easy to identify elements which hold these sections in a complex HTML document because these sections may not be identifiable as a single unit. These sections can be better identified in XSLT because XSLT defines a Processing Instruction (PI) [22] element which writes a processing instruction node to the output document. The ID attribute of Processing Instruction nodes can be used to avoid repeated transcoding of the same section of code if transcoding takes place in the server side.

V. Conclusion

This paper discussed the architecture of the transcoding system which produces from XSLT of HTML. The transcoding process is divided into two steps. The first step is guided by annotations written in the XSLT author’s perspective and produces the XSLT style sheet which transforms XML documents to VoiceXML. The second step uses XSLT from the first step and annotations which are written by the author of the XML document to be transformed. The content author’s annotations identify already existing audio alternatives of text.

This architecture makes it easier for different people to collaborate in making multi-lingual web content accessible to telephone users.

Writing annotations which guide the transcoding process is time consuming. Future work will look at incorporating an annotation tool which will help to analyze and explore HTML.
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